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ABSTRACT 

The main direct cost of orbital debris is loss of use of high-value assets, mostly due to untracked small but lethal 
shrapnel. There appear to be at least 7 stages in the shrapnel “life cycle” where one can interfere with that life cycle to 
reduce its future costs. This poses a problem for program managers: how can one choose the best options? One also 
needs to adjust payments fairly for debris management operations that have anomalous outcomes or unexpected 
side-effects. This requires a standardized calculation method. Making bounty payments to regulated commercial 
entities may be the most effective option. This may also encourage many other countries to participate, by adding 
bounty funding that their companies can claim. Government lead agencies must be regulatory agencies that can 
oversee bounty activities and payments. If one wants an honest competition among options ranging from robotic 
capture and removal, to laser nudging to prevent most debris/debris collisions, the calculation method must be able 
to estimate future debris costs for both successful and anomalous outcomes, for all viable options. Debris analysts 
have already done many such analyses. What is needed is to estimate the relative current net cost of a wide range of 
changes in future debris trends. The goal should be not to pay bounties at the current value of future debris cost 
reductions, but to find and reward strategies that reduce future costs most affordably. Bounty payments for different 
strategies must be fair, but stable enough for bounty hunting to be a viable business. Similar calculations seem 
needed for any alternative that allows fair competition over a range of options. Bounties might even be paid for 
detection plus orbit estimation of new “actionably trackable shrapnel,” based on net savings from affordable active 
avoidance. The paper also discusses “parking fees” as an option to pay for bounties that balance out future debris 
costs resulting from future launches. The paper argues that bounties and parking fees are a natural complement, and 
make sense in both LEO and GEO, but that bounties paid for by parking fees should focus on local debris costs.  
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1.  INTRODUCTION 

The main concern about debris in LEO has been the “Kessler syndrome,” a slow exponential growth in fragments 
>10cm that have enough mass and impact energy to shred the mostly car-sized ton-class intact satellites and rocket 
bodies that have most LEO mass and area. Ground tests show that collisions with >40J kinetic energy per gram of 
total mass usually shred the larger object, but <40J/g creates far less new debris [1].  

Until recently, most trackable objects were >10 cm in LEO, and >1m in GEO. But the US DoD is now testing a new 
S-band radar space fence at Kwajalein. It may routinely detect and potentially track most LEO objects down to 2-5 
cm, depending on range [2]. Note that the main focus of that radar is not on <10 cm objects, but rather on seeing agile 
spacecraft (>10cm?) throughout LEO, on most passes above the horizon.  

The US DoD provides conjunction warnings not by choice, but because they have the best sensors and conjunction 
prediction capabilities, and were given the job of “space traffic reporters to the world” after the Cosmos/Iridium 
impact in 2009. They want others to do this. The US Dept. of Commerce has been given responsibility for civil space 
traffic management, including debris. LeoLabs is building a commercial S-band radar in New Zealand that may track 
LEO objects down to ~2 cm [3]. A 10 cm threshold can find nearly all LEO objects with enough mass to propagate a 
debris cascade, so why does LeoLabs want to see 2 cm objects?  This leads to a broader question:   

1.1  What Debris Detection Is “Good Enough”?  

J.-C. Liou, NASA’s chief scientist on orbital debris, has suggested a useful perspective:  

The major mission-ending risks for most operational spacecraft, however, come from  
impacts with debris just above the threshold of the protection shields (~5-mm to 1-cm). [4] 

The threshold lethal impactor size for spacecraft varies with impactor mass, velocity, angle, shielding, spacecraft 
layout, and luck. The radar and optical detectability of “barely lethal” debris also vary. The key question is how 
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many lethal debris impacts we can affordably avoid, rather than how many will still be missed. Better sensors let us 
find, track, and avoid more debris, but cost more. Sensors that see most lethal debris will also see some less lethal 
debris. So it is useful to infer the mass of tracked debris, and the likely lethality of each predicted conjunction.  

For a typical LEO impact of ~9 km/sec, shredding an object requires impact by ~1/1,000 its mass. But disabling a 
satellite with a 9 km/sec impact may take <1/1,000,000 its mass. That difference makes a difference. 

1.2  Key Implications of Tracking and Avoiding Much Smaller Debris 

Many cubesats may be disabled by 1 mm debris. But few cubesats can maneuver. My focus is on satellites that can 
maneuver to avoid impacts. For those larger and more valuable satellites, I accept Liou’s estimate of mission ending 
risks as mostly from impacts just above “~5-mm to 1-cm.” Near 1 cm, counts above any characteristic length Lc scale 
with ~Lc

-1.6. So 2/3 of >5 mm objects are <1 cm, and 2/3 of >1 cm objects are <2 cm. Impactors in this size range can 
be described as “cm-class shrapnel,” with significant uncertainty in the population, detectability, and lethality at the 
small end. Most shrapnel that will disable maneuverable spacecraft will be ~5-20 mm. It may outnumber currently-
tracked LEO fragments ~100 to 1. The current public DoD catalog includes ~3000 intact objects and ~9000 fragments 
in LEO [5]. By comparison, a catalog of lethal LEO shrapnel may be a ~million-item catalog.  

Avoiding lethal debris is a different challenge from military space situational awareness. A 100X larger catalog is a 
big challenge, but there are other challenges as well. Smaller debris is usually also thinner. So its orbit is affected 
faster by drag. Such objects will require more frequent update observations and/or better drag predictions.  

On the other hand, unlike objects of military concern, debris cannot make sudden orbit changes, except by extremely 
infrequent small impacts. I focus here initially on LEO, because the problem is better understood there. I address 
GEO briefly, in Section 5 of the paper. The remaining sections of the paper cover these topics: 

2. Options for reducing future costs of orbital debris 
3. Key institutional factors affecting debris management 
4. Bounty concepts for reducing orbital debris costs 
5. Concepts for parking fees in orbit 
6. Conclusions and recommendations 

2.  OPTIONS FOR REDUCING FUTURE COSTS OF ORBITAL DEBRIS 

There is a surprisingly wide range of options available to reduce the cost of orbital debris in LEO. I developed the 
list below using an “epidemiological approach” of finding stages in the “shrapnel life cycle” that one could interfere 
with. Then I grouped them based on common features and requirements:  

Options available to individual LEO users: 
1.  Reduce average satellite mass and cost, and accept growing rates of loss.  
2.  Armor new assets, to increase the mass threshold for lethal impact. 
3.  Use lower orbit altitudes (even below ISS at ~400 km) and reboost much more. 

Options requiring better tracking and orbit predictions: 
4.  Find and track shrapnel well enough for most assets to affordably dodge it.  
5.  Nudge debris using laser light pressure or ablation, to prevent most debris/debris collisions. 

Options involving wholesale debris removal: 
6.  Deorbit shrapnel & hubcaps (even car-sized intact objects?) using pulsed laser ablation.  
7.  Capture & deboost large debris, or collect it to allow later recycling and/or deorbit. 

These options have interactions. For example, armoring satellites is hard if you also want to reduce satellite mass 
and cost. On the other hand, option 4 eases option 5, because an observing network that can track shrapnel well 
enough to allow avoidance will also provide more precise orbit data on large debris, reducing how often and how 
much it must be nudged. It is not clear to me which option or mix of options may be most cost-effective, partly 
because most of the technologies needed and their costs and interactions are not yet understood well enough.  

The direct costs of debris in LEO are incurred only on LEO users. LEO users are also the only ones who add future 
debris costs to LEO. But the costs created and suffered by different LEO users differ widely based on how they use 
LEO. For example, low altitude satellites contribute little to future debris costs on users of higher orbits.   
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Options 3-5 and 7 above merit discussion here because their implications and value may be underappreciated.  Over 
the 400-800 km altitude range, average unboosted orbit life scales roughly with altitude to the 8th power. (Below 400 
km, the power is 6-7, and over 800-1200 km it slowly drops to ~5.) Altitude drives the orbit life not just of a satellite 
itself, but that of any shrapnel it creates by collision. Collision risks scale with time, so over the 400-800 km altitude 
range, expected long-term shrapnel counts scale not with ~Alt8 but with ~Alt16. And up to 1000 km there is more 
massive debris to run into and shred, and up to ~800 km, there are more satellites your shrapnel can damage.  

So future debris costs can rise even faster than Alt16. This may change if most LEO users start flying low. But that 
can counteract only part of an Alt16 sensitivity. Note that nearly 20% of the original Iridium satellites are stuck near 
constellation altitude. They will pose collision risks for decades, unless nudged (option 5) or removed (option 7). 
Note that the actual reliability of active avoidance and end-of-life deorbit cannot really be proven. Requiring users to 
pay others to remove stranded satellites may not work if an operator goes bankrupt (as Iridium actually did).  

Option 4 requires tracking and avoiding much of the lethal shrapnel. My other conference paper [6] proposes this, 
plus a way to improve shrapnel orbit predictions. Option 5 uses lasers to nudge debris to prevent collisions. NASA 
Ames’s LightForce concept does that with laser light pressure [7]. One can also use pulsed laser ablation. It can 
cause >50,000X as much momentum per photon, but only if enough light focuses tightly enough to ablate the target 
surface. Phipps describes both ground- and space-based concepts in [8,9]. I analyzed laser nudging in [10]. 

Option 7 needs wholesale removal to have significant effect. McKnight notes [11] that NASA studies suggest 30-50 
large objects must be removed from LEO to prevent one collision of such objects. Affordable wholesale removal 
will probably require high-V vehicles that can each handle many targets, using electrodynamic force [12,13] or 
ion-thrusters. Note that an ion-beam shepherd [14] might use offset ion-thrust to de-tumble an object to allow easy 
grappling. After that it can use its power and thrust much more effectively to deboost an object. I initially included 
another removal option, of using lasers to completely evaporate debris, but have deleted it as probably impractical. 

The point of the above list and discussion is that one needs a good way to compare at least the competitive concepts. 
And one must quantify good and bad effects of both successful and anomalous outcomes. Developing an evaluation 
method is challenging, and will probably require several iterations to handle most novel concepts. Most countries 
planning to use LEO may agree that an accepted wide-ranging evaluation method is needed, if only to evaluate their 
own plans. I think that the best way to do that is to estimate the likely future satellite cost of debris impact loss. Ailor 
has done that for several constellation concepts [15,16], but it needs to be done for far more programs.  

3.  KEY INSTITUTIONAL FACTORS AFFECTING DEBRIS MANAGEMENT 

Besides the technical issues above, institutional factors also impose constraints. Most LEO mass that has reentered 
did so by passive decay rather than targeted entry. There are no reports of death or serious injury, but this may change.  

3.1  International Liability  

Under the 1967 Outer Space Treaty, space object ownership is independent of location and condition. (Note that that 
does not preclude intentional ownership transfer.) Under the 1972 UN Convention on International Liability for 
Damage Caused by Space Objects [17], “launching state(s)” have unlimited strict liability for any damage their 
objects cause to other countries, either on the ground or to aircraft in flight. This liability is independent of whether a 
reentry was targeted. And launching state liability seems to remain even if a space object is sold to another country.  

The providers of a satellite, rocket, and launch site are all joint launching states. Any of those joint states can be 
required to pay for any damage to another state. But they are liable for damage caused in space only if they are “at 
fault.” But the convention does not define fault. I suspect it was actually quite useful that “fault” was not defined 
back in 1972. As practices evolve, expected levels of duty of care evolve, so expectations of liability for damage 
caused in space seem likely to evolve. These expectations are likely to grow, especially as more regions of space 
become more obviously congested, as Jim Dunstan recently described for GEO [18]. 

The 1972 Liability Convention also specifies that if country A damages B’s space object and that causes a loss to C, 
then A can share in liability, without becoming one of the launching states. (Note that deorbit will cause damage, as 
will laser ablation. LightForce [7] nudging might not.) Maritime salvage law seems relevant, but it is not clear to me 
how much its liabilities and rules can comply with the terms of the Outer Space Treaty and Liability Convention.  

However, the Liability Convention does allow joint launching states to have indemnification agreements to ensure 
that the most appropriate launching state(s) end up paying for damages under the convention. An indemnification 
agreement seems both necessary and sufficient to allow one state to move or remove another’s space objects.     
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3.2  Ownership of LEO Mass 

The US set the precedent for putting objects in long-lived orbits. It owns all 200 of the oldest catalog objects in LEO, 
except for Canada’s Alouette satellite. And 152 of those 200 objects are US debris, 124 from one Thor rocket body. By 
1978, when Cosmos 954 dispersed radioactive debris over Canada, the US and USSR had similar masses in long-lived 
LEO orbits. From then until 1995, the USSR and then Russia left many rockets in long-lived orbits. Even with better 
practices since 1995, Russia owns ~2/3 of the non-ISS mass in LEO. And 60% of that Russian mass is rocket bodies. 
Fig. 1 shows my estimate of future LEO shrapnel creation by debris collision. It is based on a revised version of [19].  
Fig. 2 shows the ownership and altitude of all mass at 450-1050 km in April 2016. Fig. 2 shows that Russian mass is 
not just dominant, but also clustered in altitude. Debris creation scales roughly with the square of mass integrated 
over altitude. This causes the peaky distribution of shrapnel creation in Fig. 1. 

   Fig. 1.  Expected Mean Creation of >1 gram Shrapnel 
             by Collision of >1 kg Objects, #/year/km, 4/2016.                   Fig. 2. Mass Ownership, Tons/Km Altitude, 4/2016 

The dashed line on Fig. 1 showing cumulative shrapnel creation vs altitude indicates that little shrapnel should be 
created <500 km or >1020 km. And shrapnel created at low altitude will have shorter orbit life. Most of the shrapnel 
problem will come from the 2/3 of the shrapnel created between 750 and 1020 km, mostly from pairs of intact objects 
in the 3 most congested parts of that altitude range. Note that Fig. 1 shows shrapnel creation vs altitude, but creation 
also disperses it and puts a far wider range of altitudes at risk.  

Removing only the intact Russian objects should reduce LEO shrapnel creation by accidental collision by ~86%, 
while removing all intact non-Russian objects should reduce it by only ~49%. Removing just Russian rocket bodies 
should reduce LEO shrapnel creation by ~58%, while removing all non-Russian rocket bodies should reduce it by 
only ~15%. Even removing only the 22 8-ton Zenit rocket bodies should reduce LEO shrapnel creation by ~15%. 

3.3  An A-sat Arms Race?  

I cannot envision any plausible scheme for reducing orbital debris that does not create some anti-satellite (“A-sat”) 
capabilities, whether it involves lasers, robotic capture followed by collection or removal, drag enhancement, or 
anything else that is likely to work. Key issues include who operates such systems, what they are actually paid to do, 
regulation and advance public notice of target selection and operating plans, and provisions for verification. The 
military potential of large telescopes plus powerful lasers (either continuous or pulsed) suggests that if any country 
builds them, several may. But if they can coordinate operations at least most of the time, a diversity of sites and 
weather should let them greatly outperform any single site in nudging debris to prevent collisions. And if the sites 
are clearly commercial and are operated appropriately, weapons issues may be less of a concern.  

3.4  Diplomatic Challenges Relating to Debris Management 

The US has more invested in LEO than any other country. Recent LEO mega-constellation proposals may make its 
investments even more dominant. So it makes sense for the US to continue to lead on debris issues. If most future 
LEO shrapnel comes from Russian objects, then LEO debris is primarily a US/Russia bilateral issue. Russian debris 
will make most of the shrapnel, while the US makes the most targets at risk. The Liability Convention lets a state 
suffering a loss sue any of the involved states for the full loss. But it also lets states agree to indemnify each other for 
different cases like launch failures or satellite reentry. No new UN treaties seem needed to handle another state’s 
debris, just the current owner’s permission, plus an indemnification agreement with the launching states.   

The risk of damage from reentry seems low, based on uncontrolled reentries to date, but it may complicate debris 
negotiations. Congress may not let US companies accept liability for foreign debris, or could preclude US payment 
for its removal. But debris removal should start with US debris anyway, even if debris cost reduction per object 
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removed is less. By the time the US removes most of its debris (and possibly some debris owned by allies), there 
will be a better grasp of value, cost, liability, and other issues. This can guide debris negotiations with Russia.   

3.5  Recycling in Orbit? 

At an April 2010 debris meeting in Moscow, Dr. Valentin Nataluha of the Russian Foreign Ministry suggested to a 
colleague that deorbiting rocket bodies was wasteful, and that recycling in orbit is preferable. This poses many 
practical problems, and may simply be a hint that Russia may be willing to sell their debris. But that might actually 
make sense in the long run, depending on the price and indemnification terms. I think that thorough recycling is 
really the main key to the viability of any sustainable large-scale expansion of human activity beyond earth. This 
does involve >1200 tons of Russian debris and >600 tons from other countries.    

Surprisingly, it may actually be easier to move mass to recycling facilities at less congested altitudes than to deorbit 
it. Most LEO mass is tightly clustered in orbit inclination, as shown in Fig. 3. To ease collection, objects must have 
very nearly the same inclination and ascending node. Nodal regression rates vary with altitude and inclination. This 
should let most mass be delivered to several recyclers at less congested altitudes within a few decades. 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

Fig. 3. Tons at 500-1000 km, per 0.2o Incl. Bin (2011 data) 

Even very simple processing may allow useful products, such as debris and radiation shielding “shingles” cut from 
rocket tanks. Such shingles may have to be delivered to a lower-inclination customer orbit, such as that of the ISS. A 
recycling scenario from collection through delivery is described in a recent US patent [20].   

Note that even very selective recycling can ventilate an object well enough that what is not recycled is far more likely 
to burn up during reentry. This could greatly reduce liability from uncontrolled reentries. If some kind of recycling 
becomes realistic, then laser ablation operations could include nudging other debris to keep it from colliding with 
recycling facilities, and torqueing large objects to stabilize their drag area or ease capture. 

3.6  US Government Agency Roles 

The US government recently created a “Space Force” within the DoD. It will probably absorb most current DoD 
space activities, as well as developing new capabilities. Debris management may remain an annoyance more than an 
active area of concern. It is also reasonable for any military organization to limit what data it discloses to others. The 
administration also issued Space Policy Directive 3 in June of last year. It tasks the Department of Commerce to tackle 
civil space situational awareness and space traffic management [21]. A recent presentation of Commerce Department 
plans and a development roadmap are at [22]. That roadmap is described as “Creating a Space Traffic Management 
Marketplace.” The schedule is focused on having civil commercial conjunction notifications and “other services” by 
2024. It will use a DoD catalog plus other sources of SSA data, and plans to have an “open architecture.” I don’t 
know the effect of these Commerce plans will have on existing regulations imposed by the FCC, FAA, or NOAA. 

4.  BOUNTY CONCEPTS FOR REDUCING ORBITAL DEBRIS COSTS 

My initial thoughts on bounty payments focused simply on how to find the best relative payments to encourage 
removal of objects from LEO. The goal was not to find the maximum justifiable bounty payments (which would 
require accurate debris cost estimates), but rather the lowest payments that would stimulate enough response, while 
scaling bounty payments with relative benefit. For example, what should one pay to remove a cubesat vs a >1 ton 
rocket body? That led me to estimate impacts on future debris populations. Even better than that was the resulting 
changes in lethal shrapnel and its estimated future costs. That allows comparison of a wider range of actions and 
outcomes. And it lets one scale bounties to their relative benefits (as currently understood). It also converts effects 
into a stream of future costs, which allows discounting to convert those costs into useful present choices.    
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4.1  A Basic Strategy for Estimating Relative Future Debris Costs 

We cannot estimate the actual costs of shrapnel very well, because there are too many uncertainties in shrapnel count, 
size, mass, and lethality to each satellite, particularly for “barely lethal” small shrapnel. But those uncertainties are 
largely common. So even if you can’t specify the actual cost, you can estimate the relative value of removing two 
different LEO objects (of different size, mass, altitude, and inclination), by estimating their relative likely shrapnel 
creation and lifetime, and discounting resulting far-future costs to present values. This lets you compare relative 
value (and hence potential relative bounty) for a much wider range of cases than most other approaches can provide.  

Note that the goal is not to rank objects to select a few good targets, but to assign relative values to all debris, and let 
bounty hunters choose the ones that allow the best return for their method. Once I realized how general this could 
be, I realized it could cover not just removal of different debris objects, but also anything else that can quantifiably 
reduce estimated future debris costs. This could even include things like: 

1. using a laser to nudge debris to reduce the chance of a collision, 
2. updating orbit data to improve a conjunction warning,  
3. finding shrapnel at a busy altitude, so it can be tracked and avoided. 

A related issue is what should one do about operations with anomalous outcomes. It seems critical to assess the cost 
implications of anomalies and adjust payments appropriately. (The most obvious case is if you create new debris 
while trying to remove old debris!) This requires a standard evaluation method accepted by all bounty hunters. I 
don’t know what other costs may be involved beyond debris-cost changes, but it may make sense to include them. 

The evaluation method should evolve as viable options mature, to include anything that is cost-effective and has a 
provable and measurable net benefit in reducing expected future debris costs. Care is required to preclude “gaming” 
of the rules by those who will try to find ways to claim bounties without providing any actual net benefit. 

4.2  Possible Key Features of a Bounty Payment Program 

A bounty program might pay for “any provable net debris cost reduction.” Key features might include:  

1. Bounties can start low & ramp up until bounty-hunting becomes viable (or start with an auction?).  
2. Hunters might claim sole bounty rights to a specific object for a set period at the cost of a modest fee.  
3. Bounties can be limited to commercial entities that are licensed, regulated, & required to post ops plans. 
4. Bounties are for net removal of debris costs; any new debris costs automatically reduce that bounty.  
5. Maximum bounty payments should be less than the present value of expected discounted future savings.  
6. Bounty funding by the USG should be kept less than the value to the USG itself (NASA, DoD, etc.).  
7. Bounties can rise if other countries contribute funding, based on the estimated value to them.  
8. Non-US bounty hunters can claim bounties, up to a limit set by their country’s bounty funding. 
9. Wholesale reduction of debris and its future costs will cause later bounty payments to decrease. 

4.3  Bounty Calculation Concepts 

NASA has developed a “Standard Satellite Breakup Model” for both explosions and hypervelocity collisions [1].  
The calculation for collisions is:  

      Ncum= 0.1 × (Mtot)0.75 × Lc
-1.71         (1) 

with Ncum being the expected number of objects larger than a characteristic length Lc (in meters), and total colliding 
mass Mtot is in kg. Unfortunately, the conversion of Lc to debris mass is far more complex [23]. Estimated average 
drag area scales nearly with 0.55 * Sqr(Lc), and m/CdA varies statistically over a range of values. These formulas 
may change substantially after NASA finishes analyzing fragments from the DebriSat and DebrisLV tests done in 
2014.  Note that Lc is apparently the average of 3 orthogonal dimensions including the longest. So a 10x10x1 mm 
“tile” has two 14.14mm diagonals plus a 1mm thickness. This should give it an Lc=9.76mm. The average random 
drag area is ¼ the total non-concave area. For this tile, it is 240/4=60mm2, or 0.63 Lc

2.   

Breakup model development seems to have focused mostly on hubcap/car collisions. Such collisions will eventually 
be dominant, and in addition, ground-based hypervelocity car/car tests seem impractical. The model expects car/car 
collisions with twice the total mass to cause 20.75 or 1.68X as much debris in any size range (including shrapnel). 
That is 16% less per kg. This is because heavier objects have more “mass bins” to spread mass into. But if car/car 
collisions typically have ~10 to 1000X more energy/mass than typical hubcap/car collisions, their shrapnel yield per 
kg may actually be more rather than less than for hubcap/car collisions involving the same-size cars.   
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A far more important question involves cubesats. Their most likely collision target is ton-class cars, since those cars 
have most of the target area in LEO. A cubesat may be <1% of the total mass, but it can shred the larger mass if the 
impact kinetic energy exceeds 40J/gtot. On the other hand, the total mass is only half that of 2 ton-class objects, and 
has only ~¼ the collision cross-sectional area. The actual shrapnel yield/kg may be less than for car/car collisions, 
but NASA’s standard model currently assumes 0.50.75 total yield, or 1.19X higher yield/kg than for two car/car 
collisions. So the standard model says the expected lethal shrapnel yield from a cubesat is ~0.50.75 * ¼ = ~15% that 
of a typical ton-class car with the same orbit and orbit life, which is likely to run into one less of many ton-class cars.  

Cubesats are much denser than most ton-class cars, so their unboosted orbit lives are often only moderately shorter.  
Consider a ton-class satellite at the same altitude as a cubesat. It does reboost and active avoidance until it dies, so 
its shrapnel creation threat occurs only after it dies. Assume the cubesat has 3X the area/mass so its passive orbit life 
lasts 1/3 as long. If a cubesat makes 15% as much shrapnel/year, its lifetime contribution is ~5% that of the ton-class 
satellite. Some bounty hunters may prefer removing a one-ton object, while others may prefer removing 20 cubesats. 
Offering the same bounty for each lets bounty hunters choose what makes the most sense for their technique.  

It seems unfair for a cubesat to be responsible for creating a ton of debris, when >99% of the mass comes from the 
other object. But the Liability Convention does say that damaging another space object can result in a share of its 
future liability. And the cubesat operator does choose which launch and altitude to use (usually from a small list of 
non-ideal options). The best option for small satellites—and large ones as well—is to fly as low as a mission allows, 
to minimize the orbit life both of the satellite and also of any shrapnel it may create. An ~Alt16 sensitivity can avoid 
many problems. Note that ~Alt16 is useful to keep in mind as a rule of thumb, but actual bounty calculations should 
use projected drag areas and collision cross-sections and actual populations to estimate orbit life and collision risks.      

Refs. [8-10,24,25] propose using large lasers to deorbit debris or just nudge it, using either light pressure or pulsed 
ablation. Conjunction prediction uncertainties are always far larger than satellite dimensions. The real value of laser 
nudging is to further reduce the probability of an already improbable but very costly collision. Bounty payments for 
laser nudging might be derived from a provable change in the orbit and hence a resulting change in the chance of 
collision, based on observations both before and after the conjunction.  

Improving conjunction warnings has a clear payoff to the satellite operator, whether or not a conjuncting object is 
massive enough to shred the satellite. If the conjunction is likely to shred the satellite, one can estimate an expected 
shrapnel yield and multiply it by the change in probability of impact resulting from an update. But the value is really 
driven by whether new observations and/or conjunction predictions lead to an avoidance maneuver. Later updates 
after a conjunction can verify that a useful maneuver occurred and changed the estimated chance of impact. Most 
shrapnel is likely to disable a satellite without shredding it. But that increases later collision risks if there is no viable 
ability to nudge or remove the disabled satellite after such a disabling event.    

Another activity that might justify a bounty payment is finding new lethal shrapnel and determining its orbit well 
enough to allow it to be tracked thereafter. It is easier to “recover” objects than to find them initially, because you 
can move your telescope at the right rate and direction to pile up photons in a small area, increasing sensitivity. So 
larger telescopes (or radar) and different strategies may be needed to find and determine the orbit of most shrapnel in 
the first place. In particular, after a new collision, before the new debris expands from a ring into a shell, it is useful 
to have more equipment available to search for cm-class shrapnel that is not detectable by radar. Bounty hunting for 
new shrapnel may be a cost-effective way to expand a shrapnel catalog after each new collision or explosion.  

Note that observations used for conjunction warnings should be made by “trusted operators.” But initial detection plus 
an orbit estimate that allows later recovery can be done by anyone with the right tools. After a new object and its 
orbit are verified by a trusted operator, a bounty payment can be made for initial detection and orbit determination.   

4.4  Alternatives to Bounties 

There have been proposals for a prize for the first debris capture and removal. Such prizes are useful to show that 
something difficult can be done, such as human-powered flight. But we already know that debris can be removed: 
the shuttle removed Palapa and Westar 35 years ago, at great cost. The issue is doing it affordably >2000 times, to 
remove most debris mass from LEO. I am part of a team that wants to do that, using EDDE [13]. But we would lose 
to a prize-oriented team that cuts development costs and risks but increases the recurring costs. Such a prize might 
actually discourage progress, by being a too vivid example of a viable but unaffordable method of debris removal.       

It may make sense to use contracts to remove the heaviest (8-11 ton) objects, like a failed Hubble, ESA’s Envisat, or 
the 22 SL-16 (Zenit) rocket bodies that are mostly clustered near 850 km altitude (see Figs 1-2). Launching states 
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for those objects may pay extra for targeted re-entries to reduce liability and embarrassment. The US even once used 
an A-sat to disrupt a new satellite stranded in very low orbit, to disperse its toxic propellant before reentry. 

Cap-and-trade concepts often result in “grandfathering” of existing objects and sometimes even existing trends. The 
ultimate responsibility for existing objects (as well as all future objects, once launched) is with the governments of 
the launching states. The dominant existing contribution of Russian (including USSR) debris mass will complicate 
all discussions of cap-and-trade issues, as well as all other options.  

Another option is government funding of candidate technologies, to clarify which options listed above in Section 2 
may be most viable. But this tends to emphasize “silver bullet” cases like removing Envisat or Hubble, rather than 
the more typical 1-3 ton objects that make up most LEO mass.  (Over half of non-ISS LEO mass is 1-3 ton objects, 
with the rest split equally between <1 ton and >3 ton objects.)   

I should mention one more option: “Potemkin programs” that look real but don’t make substantial progress. The fact 
that little effort seems to have been put into estimating the actual current and future cost of debris to date may argue 
that current efforts have a Potemkin flavor. Any attempts to estimate the future costs of orbital debris can guide and 
focus future programs. Estimating debris costs is a worthwhile early challenge for the US Department of Commerce. 

5.  CONCEPTS FOR PARKING FEES IN ORBIT 

LEO and GEO are commons. Like all commons, they are degraded by overuse. Garrett Hardin argued 51 years ago 
that overuse tends to outpace technical fixes and requires regulation, which he defined as “mutual coercion, mutually 
agreed upon by the majority of the people affected.” [26]  

Parking space is another commons. Shoup has argued that free parking has many indirect costs in cities [27]. One 
cost of “free parking in LEO” is proliferation of dead satellites and rocket bodies in long-lived orbits. In return for 
general funds to clean up LEO, Congress could require US users of LEO to pay parking fees that pay for removal of 
as much new debris costs as they add. Coordinated foreign bounty programs and parking fees could soon follow, 
especially if they are needed to get new foreign launch business.  

It makes sense to charge fees for putting objects into congested regions in orbit, just as we do on earth. This is an 
obvious option for reducing congestion, but is not likely to be popular with satellite operators in either LEO or GEO. 
The only regulations that limit orbital congestion now involve getting a license. So the only current way to limit 
orbit congestion is prospective. Claims of highly-reliable self-removal from orbit cannot really be proven, especially 
since even “highly reliable” satellites can be disabled by untracked shrapnel. Constellation operators can even go 
bankrupt, as Iridium Corp actually did. It was apparently the biggest bankruptcy in US history. Actual compliance 
with self-removal at end of life in both LEO and GEO has been disappointing.  

As a first approximation, current practice allows “25 years free parking after your mission ends,” with little or no 
enforcement thereafter. But LEO is slowly becoming “downtown.” Parking fees downtown are enforced, start when 
you arrive rather than when you finish, vary with congestion and vehicle size, and can change quickly. 

Under the Outer Space Treaty, signatory states are required to “authorize and continuously supervise” the space 
activities of their country’s entities. Actual rather than just prospective supervision of orbit use does seem needed. 
Operating satellites are just as capable of creating debris by collision as dead satellites, if they do not actively avoid 
conjunctions. Parking fees should depend on whether a satellite effectively avoids close conjunctions. This can be 
verified by later observations. Keep in mind that the key goal is not to reduce congestion per se, but to reduce debris 
costs, by causing operators to internalize the predictable future external debris costs of their decisions.  

Fair competition between new and old LEO users suggests that debris costs from old objects should be charged to 
other funds and not user funds, if they complied with regulations of the time. These issues suggest both floors and 
ceilings on parking fees, and may help guide an overdue discussion of parking concepts in both LEO and GEO.  

Satellite operators will find new ways to reduce future debris costs to claim reduced parking fees. For example, GPS 
receivers allow better orbit data only when a satellite is working, but optical retroreflectors allow that even after it 
dies. That may reduce how often and how far laser nudging may be needed. Future satellites might include surfaces 
that allow pulsed ablation at lower laser intensity, to allow nudging from the ground, using much smaller lasers.      

Congestion and resulting increases in debris growth are occurring in GEO as well as LEO. GEO has higher current 
asset value, longer orbit lives, slower collisions, and even more uncertainty in lethal fluxes and costs than LEO. Most 
GEO asset value is commercial. This may cause GEO negotiations to occur in a different forum than for LEO. That 
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seems useful. I think that it is useful for LEO and GEO bounties and parking fees to have separate funds. GEO users 
should be more open to paying for parking in GEO if the GEO parking funds are used to clean up just the GEO 
region. Note that even if LEO debris populations become high enough to disable most LEO satellites within a day, 
most GEO satellites could still launch through LEO without damage.  

Economist Arthur Pigou proposed what are now called “Pigovian taxes.” The idea is to ensure known “negative 
externalities” are adequately weighted in market-driven decisions. [28] The other side of this is bounty payments, to 
encourage acts with positive externalities. In the case of fisheries, acceptance of regulation has often been “too little, 
too late” for commercial viability. Fishing and urban congestion may have little in common with debris in LEO, but 
the retention of outdated mindsets may be enough to make them relevant. 

It may make sense to let LEO or GEO users pay their parking fees directly to bounty hunters (from the same country 
or another one), to preferentially clean up their constellation altitude in LEO, or an orbit arc in GEO, as long as they 
provide the desired overall net debris cost reduction needed to counteract the users new launches and operations.   

The 25-year rule has been a useful first step, but it is not enough, even with 100% enforcement. Our ability to ensure 
sustainable use of space may depend on how soon and how much we learn about shrapnel, its trends and costs, ways 
to reduce them, and how soon that knowledge leads us to better manage our use of the LEO and GEO commons.  

6.  CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

This paper argues that bounty payments and parking fees are opposite sides of one coin called relative future debris 
cost. The costs are relative, because once we find affordable ways to reduce future debris costs, those costs will drop. 
They are opposite sides of a coin because of the opposing directions of money flow. They can also be equal, because 
they use the same figure of merit and scale factor: changes in the estimated relative future cost of debris, mostly 
caused by currently-untracked cm-class shrapnel that can disable most high-value satellites.  

If satellite operators are not willing to pay high enough parking fees to pay to remove future debris costs equal to 
their additions to future debris costs, there seems little justification for debris removal funding from any other source. 
But if operators do pay such fees, it is far easier to justify governments providing funding to reduce future debris 
costs. I think that it is important to distinguish satellite operator responsibility for adding new debris risks and costs, 
from government responsibility for providing any net reduction of debris costs resulting from past practices.   

Some of the options for reducing debris costs like tracking and avoiding more debris, or laser nudging to prevent 
most future debris/debris collisions, have definite advantages of scale. Such investments may not just reduce overall 
future costs, but also significantly reduce marginal costs. This could in turn reduce future parking fees. 

I realized how many different potential options there may be for reducing future debris costs (see Section 2) only 
when I tried to quantify those costs, as described in [19]. Refs [15,16] by Ailor also estimate future debris costs. I 
recommend readers review refs. [15,16,19], and experiment with the spreadsheet in [19] to see how shrapnel may 
affect costs of satellites in different orbits. One may also use ORDEM [29] and MASTER [30] to estimate shrapnel 
fluxes, and then estimate the costs of those fluxes, and discount those future costs to current values.    

Satellite altitude drives not just passive orbit life, but also the orbit life of any shrapnel created from an object. Fees 
for parking below ISS altitude (<400 km) should cost little. But I don’t think there should be a “free parking zone” 
below ISS altitude, because parking fees higher up will make altitudes <400 km more popular. Even small parking 
fees can provide useful guidance (eg, discounts for active avoidance), especially if mega-constellations locate there.   

I cannot say which methods for reducing future debris costs will be most cost-effective, but I think that bounties plus 
parking fees should be more effective at finding and funding creative cost-effective options than prizes, contracts, or 
most other options. Bounties also allow countries to participate on their own schedules and terms. Appropriate bounty 
calculations also reinforce the equity of parking fees. There are many details that will trigger long arguments about 
equity and duty-of-care issues, and many more that will be driven by parking fee concepts and calculations.  

Estimating debris cost and cost changes resulting from a wide range of options and outcomes is technically hard. In 
addition, there will be pushback from industry on debris-driven parking fee concepts. It will be done imperfectly. 
But avoiding those challenges and arguments will handicap effective future use of LEO and GEO.  

Bounty payments for reducing future debris costs, paired with parking fees that scale with new additions to future 
debris costs, seem to me the best way to manage growing space traffic, especially with radical growth. If there are 
better options, or ways to refine these concepts, I would very much like to learn about them, at tether@cox.net.  
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